Learning a Tree of Metrics with Disjoint Visual Features
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Abstract

We introduce an approach to learn discriminative visual representations while exploiting external semantic knowledge about object category relationships. Given a hierarchical taxonomy that captures semantic similarity between the objects, we learn a corresponding tree of metrics (ToM). In this tree, we have one metric for each non-leaf node of the object hierarchy, and each metric is responsible for discriminating among its immediate subcategory children. Specifically, a Mahalanobis metric learned for a given node must satisfy the appropriate (dis)similarity constraints generated only among its subtree members’ training instances. To further exploit the semantics, we introduce a novel regularizer coupling the metrics that prefers a sparse disjoint set of features to be selected for each metric relative to its ancestor (supercategory) nodes’ metrics. Intuitively, this reflects that visual cues most useful to distinguish the generic classes (e.g., feline vs. canine) should be different than those cues most useful to distinguish their component fine-grained classes (e.g., Persian cat vs. Siamese cat). We validate our approach with multiple image datasets using the WordNet taxonomy, show its advantages over alternative metric learning approaches, and analyze the meaning of attribute features selected by our algorithm.

1 Introduction

Visual recognition is a fundamental computer vision problem that demands sophisticated image representations—due to both the large number of object categories a system should ultimately recognize, as well as the noisy cluttered conditions in which training examples are often captured. The research community has made great strides in recent years by training discriminative models with an array of well-engineered descriptors, e.g., capturing gradient texture, color, or local part configurations. In particular, recent work shows promising results when integrating powerful feature selection techniques, whether through kernel combination [1, 2], sparse coding dictionaries [3], structured sparsity regularization [4, 5], or metric learning approaches [6, 7, 8, 9, 10].

However, typically the semantic information embedded in the learned features is restricted to the category labels on image exemplars. For example, a learned metric generates (dis)similarity constraints using instances with the different/same class label; multiple kernel learning methods optimize feature weights to minimize class prediction errors; group sparsity regularizers exploit class labels to guide the selected dimensions. Unfortunately, this means richer information about the meaning of the target object categories is withheld from the learned representations. While sufficient for objects starkly different in appearance, this omission is likely restrictive for objects with finer-grained distinctions, or when a large number of classes densely populate the original feature space.
We propose a metric learning approach to learn discriminative visual representations while also exploiting external knowledge about the target objects’ semantic similarity.\(^1\) We assume the external knowledge itself is available in the form of a hierarchical taxonomy over the objects (e.g., from WordNet or some other knowledge base). Our approach exploits these semantics in two novel ways.

First, we construct a tree of metrics (ToM) to directly capture the hierarchical structure. In this tree, each metric is responsible for discriminating among its immediate object subcategories. Specifically, we learn one metric for each non-leaf node, and require it to satisfy (dis)similarity constraints generated among its subtree members’ training instances. We use a variant of the large-margin nearest neighbor objective [11], and augment it with a regularizer for sparsity in order to unify Mahalanobis parameter learning with a simple means of feature selection.

Second, rather than learn the metrics at each node independently, we introduce a novel regularizer for disjoint sparsity that couples each metric with those of its ancestors. This regularizer specifies that a disjoint set of features should be selected for a given node and its ancestors, respectively. Intuitively, this represents that the visual features most useful to distinguish the coarse-grained classes (e.g., feline vs. canine) should often be different than those cues most useful to distinguish their fine-grained subclasses (e.g., Persian vs. Siamese cat, German Shepherd vs. Boxer). The resulting optimization problem is convex, and can be optimized with a projected subgradient approach.

The ideas of exploiting label hierarchy and model sparsity are not completely new to computer vision and machine learning researchers. Hierarchical classifiers are used to speed up classification time and alleviate data sparsity problems [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. Parameter sparsity is increasingly used to derive parsimonious models with informative features [4, 5, 3].

Our novel contribution lies in the idea of ToM and disjoint sparsity together as a new strategy for visual feature learning. Our idea reaps the benefits of both schools of thought. Rather than relying on learners to discover both sparse features and a visual hierarchy fully automatically, we use external “real-world” knowledge expressed in hierarchical structures to bias which sparsity patterns we want the learned discriminative feature representations to exhibit. Thus, our end-goal is not any sparsity pattern returned by learners, but the patterns that are in concert with rich high-level semantics.

We validate our approach with the Animals with Attributes [17] and ImageNet [18] datasets using the WordNet taxonomy. We demonstrate that the proposed ToM outperforms both global and multiple-metric metric learning baselines that have similar objectives but lack the hierarchical structure and proposed disjoint sparsity regularizer. In addition, we show that when the dimensions of the original feature space are interpretable (nameable) visual attributes, the disjoint features selected for super- and sub-classes by our method can be quite intuitive.

## 2 Related Work

A wide variety of feature learning approaches have been explored for visual recognition. Some of the very best results on benchmark image classification tasks today use multiple kernel learning approaches [1, 2] or sparse coding dictionaries for local features (e.g., [3]). One way to regularize visual feature selection is to prefer that object categories share features, so as to speed up object detection [19]; more recent work uses group sparsity to impose some sharing among the (un)selected features within an object category or view [4, 5]. We instead seek disjoint features between coarse and fine categories, such that the regularizer helps to focus on useful differences across levels.

Metric learning has been a subject of extensive research in recent years, in both vision and learning. Good visual metrics can be trained with boosting [20, 21], feature weight learning [6], or Mahalanobis metric learning methods [7, 8, 10]. An array of Mahalanobis metric learners has been developed in the machine learning literature [22, 23, 11]. The idea of using multiple “local” metrics to cover a complex feature space is not new [24, 9, 10, 25]; however, in contrast to our approach, existing methods resort to clustering or (flat) class labels to determine the partitioning of training instances to metrics. Most methods treat the partitioning and metric learning processes separately, but some recent work integrates the grouping directly into the learning objective [21], or trains mul-

\(^1\)We use “learned representation” and “learned metric” interchangeably, since we deal with sparse Mahalanobis metrics, which are equivalent to selecting a subset of features and applying a linear feature space transformation.
tiple metrics jointly across tasks [26]. No previous work explores mapping the semantic hierarchy to a ToM, nor couples metrics across the hierarchy levels, as we propose. To show the impact, in experiments we directly compare to a state-of-the-art approach for learning multiple metrics.

Previous metric learning work integrates feature learning and selection via a regularizer for sparsity [27], as we do here. However, whereas that approach targets sparsity in the linear transformed space, ours targets sparsity in the original feature space, and, most importantly, also includes a disjoint sparsity regularizer. The advantage in doing so is that our learner will be able to return both discriminative and interpretable feature dimensions, as we demonstrate in our results. Transformed feature spaces—while suitably flexible if only discriminative power is desired—add layers that complicate interpretability, not only to models for individual classifiers but also (more seriously) to tease apart patterns across related categories (such as parent-child).

The “orthogonal transfer” by [28] is most closely related in spirit to our goal of selecting disjoint features. However, unlike [28], our regularizer will yield truly disjoint features when minimized—a property hinging on the metric-based classification scheme we have chosen. Our learning problem is guaranteed to be convex, whereas hyperparameters need to be tuned to ensure convexity in [28]. We return to these differences in Section 3.3, after explaining our algorithm in detail.

External semantics beyond object class labels are rarely used in today’s object recognition systems, but recent work has begun to investigate new ways to integrate richer knowledge. Hierarchical taxonomies have natural appeal, and researchers have studied ways to discover such structure automatically [29, 30, 13], or to integrate known structure to train classifiers at different levels [12, 31]. The emphasis is generally on saving prediction time (by traversing the tree from its root) or combining decisions, whereas we propose to influence feature learning based on these semantics. While semantic structure need not always translate into helping visual feature selection, the correlation between WordNet semantics and visual confusions observed in [32] supports our use of the knowledge base in this work. The machine learning community has also long explored hierarchical classification (e.g., [14, 15, 16]). Of this work, our goals most relate to [14], but our focus is on learning features discriminatively and biasing toward a disjoint feature set via regularization.

Beyond taxonomies, researchers are also injecting semantics by learning mid-level nameable “attributes” for object categorization (e.g., [17, 33]). We show that when our method is applied to attributes as base features, the disjoint sparsity effects appear to be fairly interpretable.

3 Approach

We review briefly the techniques for learning distance metrics. We then describe an \( \ell_1 \)-norm based regularization for selecting a sparse set of features in the context of metric learning. Building on that, we proceed to describe our main algorithmic contribution, that is, the design of a metric learning algorithm that prefers not only sparse but also disjoint features for discriminating different categories.

3.1 Distance metric learning

Many learning algorithms depend on calculating distances between samples, notably \( k \)-nearest neighbor classifiers or clustering. While the default is to use the Euclidean distance, the more general Mahalanobis metric is often more suitable. For two data points \( x_i, x_j \in \mathbb{R}^D \), their (squared) Mahalanobis distance is given by

\[
d_M^2(x_i, x_j) = (x_i - x_j)^T M (x_i - x_j),
\]

where \( M \) is a positive semidefinite matrix \( M \succeq 0 \). Arguably, the Mahalanobis distance can better model complex data, as it considers correlations between feature dimensions.

Learning the optimal \( M \) from labeled data has been an active research topic (e.g., [23, 22, 11]). Most methods follow an intuitively appealing strategy: a good metric \( M \) should pull data points belonging to the same class closer and push away data points belonging to different classes. As an illustrative example, we describe the technique used in constructing large margin nearest neighbor (LMNN) classifiers [11], to which our empirical studies extensively compare.

In LMNN, each point \( x_i \) in the training set is associated with two sets of different data points in \( x_i \)'s nearest neighbors (identified in the Euclidean distance): the “targets” whose labels are the same as
\( x_i \)'s and the “impostors” whose labels are different. Let \( x_i^+ \) denote the “target” and \( x_i^- \) denote the “impostor” sets, respectively. LMNN identifies the optimal \( M \) as the solution to,

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{M \succeq 0} & \quad \ell(M) = \sum_i \sum_{j \in x_i^-} d_M^2(x_i, x_j) + \gamma \sum_{ijl} \xi_{ijl} \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 1 + d_M^2(x_i, x_j) - d_M^2(x_i, x_l) \leq \xi_{ijl}; \quad \xi_{ijl} \geq 0 \quad \forall j \in x_i^+, \ l \in x_i^- 
\end{align*}
\]

where the objective function \( \ell(M) \) balances two forces: pulling the target towards \( x_i \) and pushing the impostor away. The latter is characterized by the constraint composed of a triplet of data points: the distance to an impostor should be greater than the distance to a target by at least a margin of 1, possibly with the help of a slack variable \( \xi_{ijl} \). The minimization of eq. (2) is a convex optimization problem with semidefinite constraints on \( M \succeq 0 \), and is tractable with standard techniques.

Our approach extends previous work on metric learning in two aspects: i) we apply a sparsity-based regularization to identify informative features (Section 3.2); ii) at the same time, we seek metrics that rely on disjoint subsets of features for categories at different semantic granularities (Section 3.3).

### 3.2 Sparse feature selection for metric learning

**How can we learn a metric such that only a sparse set of features are relevant?** Examining the definition of the Mahalanobis distance in eq. (1), we deduce that if the \( d \)-th feature of \( x \) is not to be used, it is sufficient and necessary for the \( d \)-th diagonal element of \( M \) be zero.

Therefore, analogous to the use of \( \ell_1 \)-norm by the popular LASSO technique [34], we add the \( \ell_1 \)-norm of \( M \)'s diagonal elements to the large margin metric learning criterion \( \ell(M) \) in eq. (2),

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{M \succeq 0} & \quad \sum_i \sum_{j \in x_i^+} d_M^2(x_i, x_j) + \gamma \sum_{ijl} \xi_{ijl} + \lambda \text{Trace}[M], \\
\end{align*}
\]

where we have omitted the constraints as they are not changed. \( \lambda \) and \( \gamma \) are nonnegative (hyper)parameters trading off the sparsity of the model and the other parts in the objective. Note that since the matrix trace \( \text{Trace}[\cdot] \) is a linear function of its argument, this sparse feature metric learning problem remains a convex optimization.

### 3.3 Learning a tree of metrics (ToM) with disjoint visual features

**How can we learn a tree of metrics so each metric uses features disjoint from its ancestors’?**

**Using disjoint features** To characterize the “disjointness” between two metrics \( M_t \) and \( M_{t'} \), we use the vectors of their nonnegative diagonal elements \( v_t \) and \( v_{t'} \), as proxies to which features are (more heavily) used. This is a reasonable choice as we use the sparsity-inducing \( \ell_1 \)-norm in learning the metrics. We measure their degree of “competition” for common features,

\[
C(M_t, M_{t'}) = \|v_t + v_{t'}\|_2^2
\]

Intuitively, if a feature dimension is not used by either metric, the competition for that feature is low. If a feature dimension is used by both metrics heavily, then the competition is high. Consequently, minimizing eq. (4) as a regularization term will encourage different metrics to use disjoint features. Note that the measure is a convex function of \( v_t \) and \( v_{t'} \), hence also convex in \( M_t \) and \( M_{t'} \).

**Learning a tree of metrics** Formally, assume we have a tree \( T \) where each node corresponds to a category. Let \( t \) index the \( T \) non-leaf or internal nodes. We learn a metric \( M_t \) to differentiate its children categories \( c(t) \). For any node \( t \), we use \( D(t) \) to denote those training samples whose labeled categories are offspring of \( t \), and \( a(t) \) to denote the nodes on the path from the root to \( t \).
To learn our metrics \( \{M_t\}_{t=1}^T \), we apply similar strategies of learning metrics for large-margin nearest neighbor classifiers. We cast it as a convex optimization problem:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\min_{\{M_t\} \succeq 0} & \quad \sum_t \sum_{c \in c(t)} \sum_{i,j \in \mathcal{D}(c)} d_{M_t}^2(x_i, x_j) + \gamma \sum_{t,c,r,ijl} \xi_{tcrijl} + \sum_t \lambda_t \text{Trace}[M_t] \\
+ & \quad \sum_t \sum_{a \in c(t)} \gamma_{ta} C(M_t, M_a)
\end{aligned}
\]

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall t, \forall c \in c(t), \forall r \in c(c) - \{c\}, \forall x_i, x_j \in \mathcal{D}(c), x_t \in \mathcal{D}(r) \\
1 + d_{M_t}^2(x_i, x_j) - d_{M_t}^2(x_i, x_t) & \leq \xi_{tcrijl}; \quad \xi_{tcrijl} \geq 0.
\end{align*}
\]

In short, there are \( T \) learning (sub)problems, one for each metric. Each metric learning problem is in the style of the sparse feature metric learning eq. (3). However, more importantly, these metric learning problems are coupled together through the disjoint regularization. Our disjoint regularization encourages a metric \( M_t \) to use different sets of features from its super-categories—categories on the tree path from the root.

**Numerical optimization** The optimization problem in eq. (5) is convex, though nonsmooth due to the nonnegative slack variables. We use the subgradient method, previously used for similar problems [11]. For problems with a large taxonomy, learning all the regularization coefficients \( \lambda_t \) and \( \gamma_{ta} \) is prohibitive, as the number of coefficient combinations is \( O(k^T) \), where \( T \) is the number of nodes and \( k \) is the number of values a coefficient can take. Thus, for the large-scale problems we focus on, we use a simpler and computationally more efficient strategy of Sequential Optimization (SO) by sequentially optimizing one metric at a time. Specifically, we optimize the metric at the root node and then its children, assuming the metric at the root is fixed. We then recursively (in breadth-first-search) optimize the rest of the metrics, always treating the metrics at the higher level of the hierarchy as fixed. This strategy has a significantly reduced computational cost of \( O(kT) \).

In addition, the SO procedure allows each metric to be optimized with different parameters and prevents a badly-learned low-level metric from influencing upper-level ones through the disjoint regularization terms. (This can also be achieved by adjusting all regularization coefficients in parallel through extensive cross-validation, but at a much higher computational expense.)

**Using a tree of metrics for classification** Once the metrics at all nodes are learned, they can be used for several classification tasks (e.g., with k-NN or as a kernel to a SVM). In this work, we study two tasks in particular: 1) We consider “per-node classification”, where the metric at each node is used to discriminate its sub-categories. Since decisions at higher-level nodes must span a variety of object sub-categories, these generic decisions are interesting to test the learned features in a broader context. 2) We consider hierarchical classification [35], a natural way to use the full ToM. In this case, we examine the recognition accuracy for the finest-level categories only. We classify an object from the root node down; the leaf node that terminates the path is the predicted label.

We stress that our metric learning criterion of eq. (5) aims to minimize classification errors at each node. Thus, improvement in per-node accuracy is more directly indicative of whether the learning has resulted in useful metrics. Understanding the relation between per-node and full multi-class accuracy has been a challenging research problem in building hierarchical classifiers [16, 12].

**Relationship to orthogonal transfer** Our work shares a similar spirit to the “orthogonal transfer” idea explored in [28]. The authors there use non-overlapping features to construct multiple SVM classifiers for hierarchical classification of text documents. Concretely, they propose an orthogonal regularizer \( \sum_{i,j} K_{ij} |w_i^T w_j| \) where \( w_i \) and \( w_j \) are the SVM parameters. Minimizing it will reduce the similarity of the parameter vectors and make them “orthogonal” to each other. However, orthogonality does not necessarily imply disjoint features. This can be seen with a contrived two-dimensional counterexample where \( w_i = [1 - 1]^T \) and \( w_j = [-1 - 1]^T \). Both features are used, yet the two parameter vectors are orthogonal. In contrast, our disjoint regularizer eq. (4) is more indicative of true disjointness. Specifically, when our regularizer attains its minimum value of zero, we are guaranteed that features are non-overlapping as our \( v_i \) and \( v_j \) are nonnegative diagonal elements of positive semidefinite matrices. Our regularizer is also guaranteed to be convex, whereas the convexity of the regularizer in [28] depends critically on tuning \( K_{ij} \).
4 Results

We validate our ToM approach on several datasets, and consider three baselines: 1) Euclidean: Euclidean distance in the original feature space, 2) Global LMNN: a single global metric for all classes learned with the LMNN algorithm [11], and 3) Multi-Metric LMNN: one metric learned per class using the multiple metric LMNN variant [11]. We use the code provided by the authors.

To evaluate the influence of each aspect of our method, we test it under three variants: 1) ToM: ToM learning without any regularization terms, 2) ToM+Sparsity: ToM learning with the sparsity regularization term, and 3) ToM+Disjoint: ToM learning with the disjoint regularization term. For all experiments, we test with five random data splits of 60%/20%/20% for train/validation/test. We use the validation data to set the regularization parameters $\lambda$ and $\gamma$ among candidate values $\{0, 1, 10, 100, 1000\}$, and we generate 500 $(x_i, x_j, x_l)$ training triplets per class.

4.1 Proof of concept on synthetic dataset

First we use synthetic data to clearly illustrate disjoint sparsity regularization. We generate data with precisely the property that coarser categories are distinguishable using feature dimensions distinct from those needed to discriminate their subclasses. Specifically, we sample 2000 points from each of four 4D Gaussians, giving four leaf classes $\{a, b, c, d\}$. They are grouped into two superclasses $A = \{a, b\}$ and $B = \{c, d\}$. The first two dimensions of all points are specific to the superclass decision ($A$ vs. $B$), while the last two are specific to the subclasses. See Fig. 1 (a) and (b).

We run hierarchical $k$-nearest neighbor classification ($k = 3$) on the test set. ToM+Sparsity increases the recognition rate by 0.90%, while ToM+Disjoint increases it by 4.05%. Thus, as expected, disjoint sparsity does best, since it selects different features for the super- and sub-classes. Accordingly, in the learned Mahalanobis matrices for each node (Fig. 1(c)-(e)), we see disjoint sparsity zeros out the unneeded features for the upper-level metric, showed as black squares in the figure (e). In contrast, the ToM+Sparsity features are sub-optimal and fit to some noise in the data (d).

4.2 Visual recognition experiments

Next we demonstrate our approach on challenging visual recognition tasks.

Datasets and implementation details We validate with three datasets drawn from two publicly available image collections: Animals with Attributes (AWA) [17] and ImageNet [18, 32]. Both are well-suited for our scenario, since they consist of fine-grained categories that can be grouped into more general object categories. AWA contains 30,475 images and 50 animal classes, and we use it to create two datasets: 1) AWA-PCA, which uses the provided features (SIFT, rgSIFT, PHOG, SURF, LSS, RGB), concatenated, standardized, and PCA-reduced to 50 dimensions, and 2) AWA-ATTR, which uses 85-dimensional attribute predictions as the original feature space. The latter is formed by concatenating the outputs of 85 linear SVMs trained to predict the presence/absence of the 85 nameable properties annotated by [17], e.g., furry, white, quadrupedal, etc. For our third dataset VEHICLE-20, we take 20 vehicle classes and 26,624 images from ImageNet, and apply PCA to reduce the authors’ provided visual word features [32] to 50 dimensions per image (The dimensionality worked best for the Global LMNN baseline.).

We use WordNet to generate the semantic hierarchies for all datasets. We retrieve all nodes in WordNet that contain any of the object class names on their word lists. In the case of homonyms, we manually disambiguate the word sense. Then, we build a compact partial hierarchy over those nodes by 1) pruning out any node that has only one child (i.e., removing superfluous nodes), and 2) resolving any instances of multiple parentship by choosing the path from the leaf to root having the most overlap with other classes. See Figures 2 and 3 for the resulting AWA and VEHICLE trees.
Throughout, we evaluate classification accuracy using $k$-nearest neighbors ($k$-NN). For ToM, at node $n$ we use $k = 2^{l_n-1} + 1$, where $l_n$ is the level of the node, and $l_n = 1$ for leaf nodes. This means we use a larger $k$ at the higher nodes in the tree where there is larger intra-class variation, in an effort to be more robust to outliers. For the Euclidean and LMNN baselines, which lack a hierarchy, we simply use $k=3$. Note that ToM’s setting at the final decision nodes (just above a leaf) is also $k = 3$, comparable to the baselines.

### 4.2.1 Per-node accuracy and analysis of the learned representations

Since our algorithm optimizes the metrics at every node, we first examine the resulting per-node decisions. That is, how accurately can we predict the correct subcategory at any given node? The bar charts in Figures 2 and 3 show the results, in terms of raw $k$-NN accuracy improvements over the Euclidean baseline. For reference, we also show the Global LMNN baseline. Multi-Metric LMNN is omitted here, since its metrics are only learned for the leaf node classes. We observe a good increase for most classes, as well as a clear advantage relative to LMNN. Furthermore, our results are usually strongest when including the novel disjoint sparsity regularizer. This result supports our basic claim about the potential advantage of exploiting external semantics in ToM.

We find that absolute gains are similar in either the PCA or ATTR feature spaces for AWA, though exact gains per class differ. While the ATTR variant exposes the semantic features directly to the learner, the PCA variant encapsulates an array of low-level descriptors into its dimensions. Thus, while we can better interpret the meaning of disjoint sparsity on the attributes, our positive result on raw image features assures that disjoint feature selection is also amenable in the more general case.

To look more closely at this, Table 1 displays representative superclasses from AWA-ATTR together with the attributes that ToM+Disjoint selects as discriminative for their subclasses. The attributes shown are those with nonzero weights in the learned metrics. Intuitively, we see that often the selected attributes are indeed useful for discriminating the child classes. For example, ‘tusks’ and ‘plankton’ attributes help distinguish common dolphins from killer whales, whereas ‘stripes’ and...
Table 1: Attributes selected by ToM+Disjoint for various superclass objects in AWA. See text.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>AWA-ATTR</th>
<th>AWA-PCA</th>
<th>VEHICLE-20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct label</td>
<td>Semantic similarity</td>
<td>Correct label</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euclidean</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
<td>0.00 ± 0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global LMNN</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.19</td>
<td>0.80 ± 0.23</td>
<td>0.62 ± 0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-metric LMNN</td>
<td>0.32 ± 0.35</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.71</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToM + Sparsity</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.26</td>
<td>0.86 ± 0.09</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ToM + Disjoint</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.61</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.62</td>
<td>0.90 ± 0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Multi-class hierarchical classification accuracy and semantic similarity on all three datasets. Numbers are averages over 5 splits, and standard errors for 95% confidence interval. Our method outperforms the baselines in almost all cases, and notably provides more semantically close predictions. See text.

4.2.2 Hierarchical multi-class classification accuracy

Next we evaluate the complete multi-class classification accuracy, where we use all the learned ToM metrics together to predict the leaf-node label of the test points. This is a 50-way task for AWA, and a 20-way task for VEHICLES. Table 2 shows the results.

We score accuracy in two ways: Correct label records the percentage of examples assigned the correct (leaf) label, while Semantic similarity records the semantic similarity between the predicted and true labels. For both, higher is better. The former is standard recognition accuracy, while the latter gives a more nuanced view of the “semantic magnitude” of the classifiers’ errors. Specifically, we calculate the semantic similarity between classes (nodes) i and j using the metric defined in [36], which counts the number of nodes shared by their two parent branches, divided by the length of the longest of the two branches. In the spirit of other recent evaluations [37, 32, 36], this metric reflects that some errors are worse than others; for example, calling a Persian cat a Siamese cat is a less glaring error than calling a Persian cat a horse. This is especially relevant in our case, since our key motivation is to instill external semantics into the feature learning process.

In terms of pure label correctness, ToM improves over the strong LMNN baselines for both AWA-ATTR and VEHICLE-20. Further, in all cases, we see that disjoint sparsity is an important addition to ToM. However, in AWA-PCA, Global LMNN produces the best results by a statistically insignificant margin. We did not find a clear rationale for this one case. For AWA-ATTR, however, our method is substantially better than Global LMNN, perhaps due to our method’s strength in exploiting semantic features. While we initially expected Multi-Metric LMNN to outperform Global LMNN, we suspect it struggles with clusters that are too close together. For all cases when ToM+Disjoint outperforms the LMNN or Euclidean baselines, the improvement is statistically significant.

In terms of semantic similarity, our ToM is better than all baselines on all datasets. This is a very encouraging result, since it suggests our approach is in fact leveraging semantics in a useful way. In practice, the ability to make such “reasonable” errors is likely to be increasingly important as the community tackles larger and larger multi-class recognition problems.

**Conclusion** We presented a new metric learning approach for visual recognition that integrates external semantics about object hierarchy. Experiments with challenging datasets indicate its promise, and support our hypothesis that outside knowledge about how objects relate is valuable for feature learning. In future work, we are interested in exploring local features in this context, and considering ways to learn both the hierarchy and the useful features simultaneously.
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